Abstract. Conversational recommender systems allow users to learn and adapt their preferences according to concrete examples. Critiquing systems support such a conversational interaction style. Especially unit critiques offer a low cost feedback strategy for users in terms of the needed cognitive effort. In this paper we present an extension of the experience-based unit critiquing algorithm. The development of our new approach, which we call nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing, was aimed at increasing the efficiency of unit critiquing. We combine our new approach with existing critiquing strategies to ensemble-based variations and present the results of an empirical study that aimed at comparing the recommendation efficiency (in terms of the number of critiquing cycles) of ensemble-based solutions with individual critiquing algorithms.
Introduction
Critiquing-based recommender systems belong to the group of conversational recommender -users of such systems provide feedback by critiquing attributes of recommended items in a directional way [1] . A major advantage of this feedback strategy is that the user can constrain a particular product attribute without providing a specific value [13] . For example, a user of a holiday recommender might express that she wants to see a holiday package that is cheaper than the actual recommendation by critiquing the corresponding price attribute. Research on human decision making has shown that users are rarely able to provide complete and accurate preferences at the beginning of a recommendation session but become aware of latent preferences when recommended products violate them -therefore the feedback can be inconsistent and contradictory [2] . This fact is typically integrated in the incremental refinement of the user preference model (see e. g. [3] ).
There exist different approaches to integrate critiquing in a decision support tool. Unit critiques operate on a single product attribute in each critiquing cycle and typically facilitate a "more", "less", or "other" type of feedback. Compound critiques provide the possibility to critique multiple product attributes during each critiquing cycle [1] . Different knowledge sources are exploited to calculate such critiques. Static compound critiques are generated according to the system's knowledge of the product domain (see e. g. [4] ) -the items are equipped with a fixed set of critiques. An example of such a compound critique is the sportier critique in the Car Navigator system [4] , which implies several changes to the feature set: engine size, acceleration and price are all increased. Dynamic compound critiques are generated according to the system's knowledge of the remaining items (see e. g. [5] ). Such critiques are a selection of individual feature critiques that represents the differences between the actual recommendation and the remaining items [5] . For example, a user in the PC domain can express that she is interested in a product that is cheaper and equipped with a faster CPU compared to the current recommendation by selecting the corresponding lower price, faster CPU compound critique. Incremental critiquing [3] extends the dynamic critiquing approach by exploiting previous user critiques to influence future recommendations. Zhang and Pu [6] have introduced an approach where compound critiques are generated according to the system's knowledge of the user's preferences. The calculation of such compound critiques is based on the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [16] . An in-depth discussion of critiquing techniques can be found in [17] .
In this paper we focus on improving the efficiency (in terms of critiquing cycles) of unit critiquing. We introduce an extension of the experience-based unit critiquing approach developed by McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth [7] . The basic idea of experience-based critiquing is that successful critiquing experiences -critiquing sessions which led to a purchase decision -may imply critiquing patterns that are similar to the current user's critiquing session and therefore might help to short-cut the critiquing process for the current user [7] . Experience-based critiquing systems search for the user with the most similar critiquing history compared to the current user (nearest neighbor) and use the corresponding accepted final item as new recommendation. We adopt this idea and recommend that item in nearest neighbor's critiquing history that best matches the current user's requirements. The new recommendation represents an item that has been presented to a past user with a similar critiquing history but not necessarily the final purchase decision. We call this new approach nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing. To further reduce the number of interaction cycles needed to successfully complete a critiquing session, we combine this approach with conventional and experience-based critiquing to corresponding ensemble-based variations.
Unit Critiquing Based Recommendation
Research has shown that unit critiques result in significant lower cognitive costs for users compared to compound critiques. The reason for this is that it is more difficult to evaluate and understand compound critiques [1] . Although the usage of compound critiques can result in shorter critiquing sessions users are more willing to apply unit critiques [1] . In the following we will present basic concepts of existing approaches to unit critiquing.
Conventional Critiquing -Tweaking
One of the earliest systems that deployed the conventional critiquing approach, were the FindMe Systems [12] . In such systems the user critiques are handled as a "show me more like this, but..." type of feedback. When the user applies a critique c i to a recommended item r i the applied recommendation strategy is to find an item which is compatible with the current user critique c i and which is maximally similar to the critiqued item r i . Algorithm 1 shows a simplified version of conventional critiquing. First the algorithm filters out those items that are incompatible with the current user critique and then selects the next recommendation from the remaining cases.
Algorithm 1 Conventional Critiquing
Input:
-cu current user's critique -CB item catalog -ri actual recommendation CB ← {r ∈ CB | satisf ies(r, cu)} CB ← sort cases in CB in decreasing order of their similarity to ri ri ← most similar item in CB return ri
Experience-Based Critiquing
The experience-based critiquing approach [7] is based on the idea of determining recommendations by exploiting information from the critiquing sessions of past users. A user's critiquing session s u can be defined as a sequence of recommendation critique pairs p i (see Formulae 1, 2).
r i represents the recommended item in critiquing cycle i and c i represents the critique that was applied to that item. A critique can be defined as a triple that is composed of the item's attribute f i that is the focus of the critique, the value v i of that attribute, and the type of the applied critique (typically <, >, =, <>, accept, where accept marks the item as final decision) (see Formula 3).
If the user applies a new critique to a recommended item the system typically checks this critique against the critiquing session of the user. If the new critique contradicts or refines an old critique, the old critique is deleted from the critiquing history before the new critique is added [7] . The experience-based critiquing approach [7] exploits information about critiquing experiences of past system users to calculate recommendations for the current user. The algorithm first extracts those previous sessions where the accepted final item is compatible with the current user's critique (see Algorithm 2). These previous user sessions are then ranked according to the similarity of their critiquing history to the (partial) critiquing history of the current user. The session of the top ranked candidate (nearest neighbor) is then used to recommend the corresponding accepted final item to the current user.
Algorithm 2 Experience Based Critiquing
-cu current user's critique -s u current user's critiquing session -S P previous users' critiquing sessions -ri actual recommendation -r p,f inal accepted final item in session p -t threshold for number of overlapping critiques SP ← {s p ∈ S P | satisf ies(r p,f inal , cu)} SP ← sort cases in SP in decreasing order of their similarity to s u si ← session with highest similarity in SP > t ri ← r p,f inal in si return ri After this introduction to the basic unit critiquing strategies, we will now focus on our new approach -nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing.
Algorithm: Nearest Neighbor Compatibility Critiquing
The incremental critiquing approach [3] extends the ideas of conventional critiquing. The algorithm focuses on finding an item that is compatible with the current user critique and satisfies most of the user's previous critiques in the critiquing history. We combine this approach with the ideas of experience-based critiquing [7] and exploit previous users' critiquing experiences to find that item in nearest neighbor's critiquing history that best matches the current user requirements. For each item that was critiqued in the nearest neighbor's critiquing session we calculate a compatibility score for the user's critiquing history. That item in the nearest neighbor's critiquing history that satisfies the actual user critique and that has the highest compatibility score will serve as recommendation to the current user. We denote this new approach Nearest Neighbor Compatibility Critiquing. In Algorithm 3 the basic steps of this critiquing approach are shown 1 . Note that in the case that there is no relevant item to recommend, then we revert to conventional critiquing.
Algorithm 3 Nearest Neighbor Compatibility Critiquing
-cu current user's critique -s u current user's critiquing session -S P previous users' critiquing sessions -CS compatibility scores for items -ri actual recommendation -t threshold for number of overlapping critiques SP ← sort cases in S P in decreasing order of their similarity to s u si ← session with highest similarity in SP > t for each critique ci in s u do for each recommendation ri in si do if satisf ies(ri, ci) then CS ← updateCompatibilityScore(CS, ri) end if end for end for CS ← {r ∈ CS | satisf ies(ri, cu)} ri ← item with highest compatibility score in CS return ri A simple example for the application of nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing is the following. Table 1 contains six products (digital cameras). Table 2 contains three successful critiquing sessions s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 from previous users. Let us assume that the current user has already applied the critiques s u ={c 0 :manufacturer !=HP, c 1 :price>160, c 2 :MPix<12 }. The nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing approach will identify session s 2 as the nearest neighbor session for this combination of critiques (the critiques on the attributes manufacturer and MPix are identical to the critiques in s u ). The next step is to find the item in the critiquing history of the nearest neighbor session that best satisfies the current user's critiques. In the nearest neighbor session s 2 products p1, p2, p3, and p4 were critiqued (see Table 2 ). p1, p3, and p4 satisfies the currents user's critique on the manufacturer attribute (c 0 :manufacturer !=HP ), p1, p2, and p4 satisfies the critique on price (c 1 :price>160 ), and p1 and p3 satisfies the critique on the MPix attribute (c 2 :MPix<12 ). Therefore the nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing approach will present p1 as recommendation since it best satisfies the current user's critiques. 
Ensemble-based Variation
The basic idea of ensemble-based methods is to combine the results of several recommendation algorithms to improve the overall prediction quality [8] . Research has shown that this approach has the potential to outperform corresponding individual strategies -some of the top-ranked teams in the Netflix competition applied an ensemble based approach [9] [10] [11] .
In the following we will describe our approach to combine different unit critiquing algorithms to an ensemble-based solution in order to reduce the number of critiquing cycles. Identifying an Ensemble-Based Solution In order to calculate an ensemblebased recommendation we combine nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing with conventional critiquing [12] and experience-based critiquing [7] . We select the k best-ranked items of each algorithm and weight them according to their ranking positions in the individual algorithm rankings (see Formula 4) .
In Formula 4, itemranking(a ij ) specifies the item which is ranked on position j by algorithm i (see Table 3 ), and rankingweight(j) defines the weight of a specific ranking position j in the result list (see Table 4 ). E.g., itemranking(2,1) is p3 since p3 has been ranked on position 1 by experience based critiquing, and the weight of ranking position 1 is 100. Let us assume that the current user s u has applied the following critique to product p4 in the current critiquing cycle: c a ={MPix<12 } (see Table 2 ). Conventional critiquing will rank product p6 on the first position (see Table 3 ) since p6 satisfies the user's critique and it is most similar to the critiqued product p4. Experience-based critiquing will select product p3 as top-ranked since in session s 2 (session with the critiquing history most similar to the current session s u ) p3 has been selected (e.g., purchased) by the user (see Table 2 ). Nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing will calculate p1 as best recommendation since it is that item in nearest neighbor session s 2 that best matches the current user's critiques. As shown in Table 5 , the product with the highest ensemble-based ranking is product p3 which will be used as next recommendation to the current user. Table 3 . Product ranking of individual critiquing algorithms. ranking algorithm 1 2 3 conventional critiquing p6 p1 p3 experience-based critiquing p3 --nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing p1 p3 - Table 4 . Weights of ranking positions. ranking position 1 2 3 weight of ranking 100 10 1
For our evaluation we combine the individual algorithms to 3 ensemble-based variations (see Table 6 ): variation 1 assembles conventional with experiencebased critiquing, variation 2 assembles conventional with nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing, and variation 3 includes all three algorithms. Table 5 . Ensemble-based ranking of possible recommendations in the next critiquing cycle.
product overall rating p1 1*100+1*10 + 0*1= 110 p2 0*100+0*10 + 0*1= 0 p3 1*100+1*10 + 1*1= 111 p4 0*100+0*10 + 0*1= 0 p5 0*100+0*10 + 0*1= 0 p6 1*100+0*10 + 0*1= 100 
Evaluation
In our evaluation we compare the ensemble-based solutions with the performance of the individual critiquing algorithms. We will use the well-known Travel dataset (available from http://www.ai-cbr.org/), that consists of over 1000 vacation cases. Each case is described in terms of 9 features -6 nominal, and 3 numeric features -including Price, Region, Transportation, Hotel. On the basis of this dataset, we performed an offline experiment which follows the leave-one-out approach described by e.g. McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth [7] . In this evaluation method each case in the item case base (the Travel dataset) is temporarily removed and used as target of a critiquing session. A critiquing session consists of two steps: In the first step the target case is extracted from the dataset and a random subset of five of the target item's features are taken to form the initial query that represents the user requirements. This query is used to find the first recommendation among the remaining cases in the case base -that item that best matches the user requirements. In the second step the target item is included in the case base again. In order to simulate a user critique we randomly select one of the nine features of the vacation cases that serves as focus attribute to critique. For each recommended case a critique is generated that is compatible with the target item. For example, if the current recommended holiday has a duration of 7 days and the target holiday has a duration of 14 days, a "more" critique is applied. The critiquing session terminates when the target item is selected as recommendation. Therefore the number of critiquing cycles that were needed until the target item was recommended serves as performance measure to compare the different critiquing strategies. Experience-based critiquing as well as nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing reuse past critiquing sessions to calculate recommendations for the current user. For this purpose we use the critiquing sessions generated with the conventional critiquing algorithm. We generated three different initial queries for the 1024 travel cases in the dataset and applied the resulting critiquing sessions as a session case base for the experience-based and nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing techniques.
Results
For our evaluation we recorded the number of critiquing cycles (session length) needed until the target item was recommended and averaged these results for each algorithm. Therefore the key performance measure is the average number of critiquing cycles (see Figures 1, and 2 ). An average critiquing session where the conventional critiquing algorithm is used requires 42 critiquing cycles to recommend the target item (see Figure 1) . As mentioned by McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth [7] for the experience-based approach the impact of the threshold value t (specifies the minimum amount of overlapping critiques) has a strong impact on the performance results of the algorithm. In our setting we found that the experience-based approach performed best with t=8 (critiquing sessions must have at least three overlapping critiques). This agrees with the findings of McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth who indicate that thresholds of 8 and greater can lead to shorter average session lengths compared to conventional critiquing [7] . Correspondingly, the performance of the nearest neighbor compatibility approach also depends on the selection of an appropriate threshold. Figure 1 exemplifies the results with threshold values 8 for the experience-based and the nearest neighbor compatibility approaches. With the experience-based algorithm 33 cycles, and with the nearest neighbor compatibility approach 28 cycles are needed on average. Our strategy to recommend that item that was of interest for the nearest neighbor user but not necessarily the user's final purchase decision can lead to better recommendations for the current user. Since our results are based on artificially generated data they have to be considered as preliminary and need to be verified in an online experiment with real users. But as McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth [7] point out, exploiting the information of past users' critiquing history can be promising in the field of critiquing systems, leading to less effort for users to find their target item. The results of the ensemble-based variations are illustrated in Figure 2 . If two algorithms are combined to calculate an ensemble-based recommendation the number of critiquing cycles can be reduced -variation 1, where conventional critiquing is combined with experience based critiquing, shows a similar performance as our nearest neighbor compatibility approach (28 cycles are needed on average until the target item is recommended). Variation 2 -the combination of conventional and nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing -shows the best performance of the ensemble-based variations (25 cycles are needed on average until the target item is recommended). Variation 3 -the combination of all three individual algorithms -cannot take advantage of the item candidates recommended by the individual algorithms. This variation requires on average 31 critiquing cycles to recommend the target item. An in-depth analysis of these results, to see how the individual algorithms move towards the target item and therefore influences the ensemble-based solution, lies within future work.
Related Work
Conversational recommender systems help users to quickly navigate to suitable products in the product space by supporting an incremental construction of user preferences [12] , [4] . Different strategies for capturing user feedback on recommended items have been explored, which can be categorized in four types: value elicitation, tweaking/critiquing, preference-based, and ratings-based feedback (see e.g. [14] ). We set the focus of our paper on critiquing-based recommender systems. In such systems users provide feedback by critiquing particular product attributes of a presented recommendation in a directional way. The simplest form of critiquing is unit critiquing, where users can constrain one single product attribute in each recommendation cycle. In the first systems that implemented this approach (e.g. the FindMe systems [12] ) the response to a user critique was to recommend a new item, that is compatible with the actual critique and that is maximally similar to the critiqued item. While this approach works well in domains that are reasonably sparse it can lead to protracted critiquing sessions in domains that are dense since critiques lead to relatively minor changes in the quantity of item attributes, which means that new recommendations are not really very different from the critiqued product [15] . To overcome this problem, and to make larger jumps in the product space, the concept of compound critiques has been introduced, that provides the possibility to critique multiple features within a single critiquing cycle (see e. g. [4] , [5] , [6] ). Research has shown that compound critiques have the potential to outperform the unit critiquing technique in terms of less critiquing cycles, but the application of compound critiques significantly increases the cognitive load for the user [1] . McCarthy, Salem, and Smyth [7] introduced a new approach to improve the efficiency of unit critiquing. They exploit critiquing experiences of past system users to calculate recommendations for the current user (experience-based unit critiquing). We adopted the idea of McCarthy et al. [7] and introduced a new approach (nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing) to item selection which can potentially reduce critiquing session length. In addition, we introduced the concept of ensemble-based critiquing which has to potential to further reduce the number of needed critiquing cycles.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a new unit critiquing based approach which exploits the information of successfully completed critiquing sessions to identify an item from a nearest neighbor critiquing history that best matches the current user's critiques. We combined our nearest neighbor compatibility approach with the conventional critiquing algorithm [12] and the experience-based approach [7] to ensemble-based critiquing variations and conducted an offline experiment to compare the performance of the different critiquing algorithms. The results of our experiment indicate that our new nearest neighbor compatibility critiquing approach as well as ensemble-based variations thereof have the potential to reduce the number of critiquing cycles in critiquing sessions.
